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The day after tomorrow 30/10/2012 Preparation 2 for Huis Clos / No Exit – An Exposition on the New Aesthetic. Part of Huis Clos / No Exit – Beyond(spectacle) series commissioned by ELMCIP for Remediating The Social. There will be no change in the interface, but Ivan is trying to make a special android application, so maybe we can play with that. It might make it possible to occupy with that the sixth frame, but also (I know Igor and I have an android) to login with the mobile and wander around with it - but it's not sure yet we will have it. Could you all come online 15 min before the actual performance on Thursday - we will test sound and go offline again to start exactly on official time. In this mail I will send you a proposal for a beginning and an end, a list of the "vocabulary we can use", and why I used a the New Aesthetic in the title The New Aesthetic Exposition, indeed it feels like fun and it is in a certain way a parody. I do think it's kind of ridiculous to use the words New and Aesthetic together. But at the same time I do take the discussion serious as a sign of what is going on in "our" community. I wouldn't mind if this kind, my kind, of performance would get a bit of attention from the people interested in the discussion. New Aesthetic shouldn't only be about our relation to the technical but also about behaviour. Ruth said : "Perhaps in fact it is most radical (for serious networked media performers) to only have fun, messing about, and pure friendliness." and I do agree. Being together, not pretending, taking our time, not fearing to expose ourselves, experimenting this dislocated environment that unites us in a gridded pattern, this interface inside which we "don't" have bodies, but can touch. Btw There are still two more performance to come - no title yet :). Beginning : Connect, reconnect until Annie is at the top right place. I will have this text : "This is an experiment in networked communication and collaboration – not a spectacle." on with manycam. I would like us to start with asking only questions, Why? Quand? Warum? Who? Wie? Should go on some time before the public will understand. This should slowly change in something else ..... I leave this completely open - we will see - let's be radical! I resumed our "vocabulary" at the end of this mail. But remember we are in this performance only using our mother-tongue! - We might change that in the next, not yet though. End : I would really like to do an end as proposed in my last mail : I will start touching the borders of my frame and will start a bit later to utter lovely, pleasing, teasing words, we all play with touching and pleasing, someone at a certain time starts staring right in the webcam and addresses his, her nice words, compliments to this webcam (the public) We all do this for some time. We leave the image slowly physically but keep complimenting. The public will be left with nice words and empty images. Vocabulary : * 1, 2,3 ..., ABC... * STOP, START, AESTHETIC, COMPUTER, VARIABLE, AUTO, …. * Noise, music, sing, bark, blow, breathe * Imitate movements – shaking heads, shrugging – trying to find a rhytm. * Draw on paper, do an animation with these



* Abstract (coloured) compositions by using objects. * Translation game, showing objects and telling their names in our mother tongue, repeating the other languages – we can include body parts in this. Rule : we won't continue until all show the same image and repeat the words in all languages. * Move an object from one image to another image * Show things, images and respond by other images and related sounds. * An image of a mutant (by the four people who are at the left, number 5 top right shows a profile watching the mutant. When the mutant is ready the mouth (the two parts of the mouth, in different languages, remember mother tongue) says : What is a cyborg? Am I a Cyborg? Are you a Cyborg? * appear - disappear * Play music and dance. * Use our cellphone. * Try to find more.
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No Exit â€“ On Translation - Annie Abrahams 

The collective "no", the drawing on the screen and the masks are my most memorable moments. And also Annie saying several times "I love .." ... candies, wine ...
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NEXT EXIT NEXT EXIT - Aperto .fr 

[email protected] | www.aperto.free.fr | facebook.com/asso.aperto. Aperto Collective ( Montpellier - FR). The collective's individual and intellectual work ...
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CVR Exit Device 

Step 1. Prepare Lock Stile. Paso 1. Preparacion del perfil. Ã‰tape 1. PrÃ©parer le montant de serrure. Bolt Guide Layout. R. H. R. B. Leading edge of dooR StyLe.
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Exit Remote - SupplyHouse.com 

Operating. Manual. Wireless Entry/Exit Remote. 69-2591EFS-03 ..... Este dispositivo tiene baterías de litio que pueden contener material con perclorato. Es posible que necesite una ... la configuración Home. (en casa) del horario del.
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Porte. Page 2. Test Exploration No Danger. Low Danger. Medium Danger High Danger. Corruption Speech: Discard 1 Treasure of higher value. Roll 1D6.
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Exit Remote - Energy Conscious 

on page 1 to re-connect the remote to the wireless network. Operation. The remote ... Home: Sets the thermostat to the Home setting of the program schedule.
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Rim Exit Device 

increased delay time and possible so- lenoid â€œdrop outâ€� due to ... Remove front and rear end base covers by ... Secure inactive end with single. 1/4-20 x 1/2 ...
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exit through the gift shop 

Exit Through the Gift Shop is the first film by the renowned graffiti artist Banksy, ... The world's first street art disaster movie. ... Cans Festival, London, 2008.
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Rice, Anne - Exit to Eden 

was saying, just see his lips moving, and when he asked me a question I had to ...... men, both very properly dressed in ugly dark suits, were talking in Spanish to.
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LED Emergency Lighting Exit Signs - PDFHALL.COM 

Aurora Limited 16 Alban Park Hatfield Road St Albans Hertfordshire AL4 0JJ United Kingdom. Website: ... Le modèle AU-EMLED22 est monté à ras du mur.
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LED Emergency Lighting Exit Signs - PDFHALL.COM 

devez le contacter pour obtenir des conseils sur la reprise du produit en vue de son Ã©limination correcte. GARANTIE ... Aurora Limited 16 Alban Park Hatfield Road St Albans Hertfordshire AL4 0JJ United Kingdom .... Branchez une alimentation 240 V no
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3 HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTAINED LED EXIT BOX 

When the unit no longer meets its rated duration of operation the battery pack ... harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, ...
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LED Emergency Lighting Exit Signs - Aurora Lighting 

Before commencing installation or maintenance, ensure electricity is switched off at the mains. 1. Fit the mounting bracket in the required position. Be aware of ...
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MODEL NO. StOcK NO 

The plastic parts on the HC series pumps are glass filled PPS. The plastic parts on SC series pumps are made of glass- filled polypropylene. The spindle shaft ...
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Exit or voice? A European strategy of rupture - Hussonet .fr 

Union (EU) with a single currency in the form of the euro, but without a matching ... overriding goal: to return as quickly as possible to 'business as usual'. This ... eurozone has removed a crucial adjustment variable, namely the exchange rate. ...
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Attitude. Mardi 14 novembre 2017. LA GRANDE CRYPTE - 69bis rue BoissiÃ¨re - 75116 Paris. MÃ©tros : BoissiÃ¨re et Victor Hugo - Parking : Victor Hugo. Buffet : 19h30 - 20h30 â€¢ DÃ©but des ConfÃ©rences : 20h30 prÃ©cises. Le principal message de la den
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no bullshit no story no kidding puro vino - Big Mamma 

Un sublime Nero d'Avola, lÃ©ger et copain-coquin avec la pizza. SARDEGNA | Cantina Dolianova | Dolia Monica Di Sardegna DOC 2016................................22.
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exit or voice? a european strategy of rupture - Hussonet .fr 

These elements of the analysis of the current European ..... 1 Ã–zlem Onaran, 'An Internationalist Transitional Program Towards an Anti-. Capitalist Europe: A ...
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No Title 

19 mars 2018 - VQPS. VDD_lvds 1p2v jtag_tapsel_en xtal_out. B28. A20. B24. 10pF. A23. R11. 10K. RESET N reset n. +2V8. B. R12. C35. 100nF. C36. 100nF.
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no prison 

caused by a prison sentence) leads back to the idea of a "worthwhile punishment", i.e. repaying ... Prison was hailed as a brilliant invention of progress at the.
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